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HAS INDUSTRY CAPTURED THE EPA?: APPRAISING MARVER BERNSTEIN’S CAPTIVE AGENCY THEORY AFTER FIFTY YEARS

Joel A. Mintz*

I. INTRODUCTION

The year 2005 marks the fiftieth anniversary of the original publication of Professor Marver H. Bernstein’s influential work, Regulating Business By Independent Commission.¹ This book was the first in a series of publications by scholars of regulation who posited what became known as the “captive agency theory” of administrative agencies, i.e., the notion that such agencies have a tendency to move so far in the direction of accommodating the interests of the entities they are charged with regulating that ultimately these agencies may be fairly considered a “captive” of those regulated firms.² Captive agency theory typically views regulators as subject to unique pressures and influences that invariably push their actions, and their decisions on policy questions, in a direction favored by regulated firms. Among other things, the theory posits, captive agencies tend to be unduly inefficient, passive and ponderous, failing to enforce their own regulatory requirements with the necessary vigor and enthusiasm.³

* Professor of Law, Nova Southeastern University Law Center and Member Scholar, Center for Progressive Reform; B.A., Columbia University; J.D., New York University School of Law; LL.M. and J.S.D., Columbia Law School.

¹ MARVER H. BERNSTEIN, REGULATING BUSINESS BY INDEPENDENT COMMISSION (Greenwood Press 1977) (1955) (all references in this article are to the Greenwood Press edition).

² Id. at 74-102.

³ See e.g., Sam Peltzman, Toward a More General Theory of Regulation, 19 J.L. and Econ. 211 (1976); Richard A. Posner, Theories of Economic Regulation, 5 Bell J.Econ & Mgmt. Sci. 335 (1974);
This article assays the extent to which the captive agency theory first formulated by Bernstein continues to have viability as an explanation of the behavior of federal regulatory agencies in the 21st century. It asks whether the theory is still valid and if so how and to what extent.

The article focuses primarily on the regulatory efforts of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), with a particular emphasis on the enforcement activities of EPA over the 35 years of that agency’s existence. EPA, and its enforcement work, were chosen as the primary focus of this essay for several reasons. First, in a number of respects, the regulatory legislation under which EPA operates was fashioned by Congress with certain lessons from captive agency theorists in mind. The Agency’s authorizing statutes (the Clean Air Act, the Clean Water Act, the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, etc.) tend to be

lengthier, more detailed and more directive of specific agency actions than the legislation which authorized the independent commissions (such as the Interstate Commerce Commission, the Securities and Exchange Commission, and the Civil Aeronautics Board) that Marvin Bernstein studied in the early 1950's. EPA's authorizing statutes also include provisions for judicial review, and for lawsuits by private citizens to enforce Agency standards and requirements, and they give EPA power to regulate a broad range of industries, rather than only one or a small number of industries (as had been common prior to the 1970's). If EPA is a captive agency notwithstanding these legislative reforms, one may well conclude that captive agency theorists were far more effective at diagnosing administrative maladies than they were at prescribing cures for them.

EPA enforcement work is highlighted for two reasons. First, other scholars have concluded that administrative agency enforcement efforts are especially vulnerable to capture by regulated activities.4 Enforcement takes place at a low-level of visibility. It lacks the regularity and transparency of agency rulemaking, and it often calls for close interactions between government regulators and individual companies. If agency capture can be found anywhere, it therefore seems likely to be manifested in the enforcement context. Secondly, I am particularly familiar with EPA enforcement (both as a former participant and a scholar) and have done extensive research, much of it empirically-based, into its inner workings and historical evolution.5 I


believe that my own past publications in this area, together with the works of other administrative enforcement scholars, provide a good foundation for assessing the descriptive and predictive power of captive agency theory in this crucial aspect of regulatory agency activity.

In Part II section of this article, I will summarize Professor Bernstein's theories of administrative regulation as a paradigm of the captive agency approach. My summary will also include Bernstein's provocative thoughts on agency enforcement and other political and social aspects of regulation. Following that, in Part III I will describe the fruits of the capture theorists' labors: the legislative reforms of the 1970's and 1980's that attempted to take the insights and criticisms of these theorists into account in re-shaping key facets of U.S. administrative law. Part IV of this piece will critically evaluate Marver Bernstein's captive agency notion in light of the key trends, developments and events in EPA regulation with particular emphasis on EPA enforcement from the Agency's beginning in 1970 through the

end of the first term of the current administration. Finally, I will briefly attempt to test out those aspects of Professor Bernstein's observations, regarding both regulatory enforcement and the entire administrative process, that supplement (and complement) his ideas with respect to agency capture by regulated parties.

II. MARVEL BERNSTEIN'S THEORIES OF REGULATION

In the middle years of the 1950's, Princeton University Professor Marvin Bernstein set out to evaluate critically the role of independent regulatory commissions. Focusing on seven such federal agencies, his slim, concise volume also had two other objectives: to develop a more realistic concept of governmental regulation than that which supported the commission form and to appraise the independent commission as an agent of governmental regulation at the national level.

Regulating Business By Independent Commission began with a two-chapter overview of the intellectual development of the regulatory movement. From the efforts of the agrarian, post-Civil War granger movement to establish state commissions that regulate railroad practices in rates and competition, Bernstein traced the evolution of U.S. regulatory reform through the Progressive era (1906-1917), the decade of the Great Depression, and World War II and its aftermath. He noted that the early twentieth century Progressive reformers were urban, middle class citizens who believed in purifying government of fraud and corruption by tinkering with the machinery of government, making government more efficient by using sound business management methods, and allocating responsibility to independent, non-political regulatory commissions which make decisions based upon expert knowledge and impartial judgment. In the 1930's, the imperatives of economic recovery turned the regulatory spotlight away

7. Those agencies were the Interstate Commerce Commission, the Civil Aeronautics Board, the Federal Power Commission, the Federal Communications Commission, the Federal Trade Commission, the National Labor Relations Board and the Securities and Exchange Commission, id. at 8-9.
8. Id. at 7.
9. Id. at 13-73.
from the independent commission and towards new emergency relief agencies, and expanded programs, administered by older federal departments such as Agriculture and Interior. Nonetheless, throughout the New Deal period, the public remained interested in independent commissions like the SEC, which were widely viewed as a potential antidote to the stock market scandals of the late 1920's and (to many in Congress) as a bulwark against Presidential domination of government. During World War II, as Bernstein describes, the demands of mobilization for war and defense dramatized economic programs and policies outside the scope of the independent commissions; and thereafter the government emphasized promotion of maximum employment, production and purchasing power in a free market economy an effort that still involved and implicated independent regulatory commissions at the time that Bernstein wrote his major work.

A. Bernstein's Notion of the "Captive Agency"

Professor Bernstein viewed regulatory reformers, particularly those of the Progressive period, as simplistic and naive. From his standpoint: "a middle-class tradition of genteel reform has" resulted in reliance on "[s]imple panaceas to achieve far-reaching changes." Regulatory reformers "lacked staying power and the ability to maintain the interest of the public in their programs." Moreover, they were "unable to understand the nature of the major problem the commissions had to face: tendencies in Congress to undermine the independence of the commissions."12

In particular, Bernstein took issue with the Progressive reformers' central belief that administrative regulation requires a high degree of expertise, a mastery of technical detail, and a neutral institutional environment that is entirely free from partisan, political considerations. As Bernstein saw it, the expertise of governmental administrators does not give them any special competence to formulate regulatory policy, especially where the problems that face agencies are complex and the scope of agency discretion is great.13 Expertise does not improve the

10. Id. at 129.
11. Id.
12. Id.
13. Id. at 114-116.
ability of agencies to plan their activities or to relate to public needs and desires. Instead, Bernstein wrote it promotes “myopia” in interpreting the public welfare\textsuperscript{15} and creates “a special kind of class system which views public policy through blinders.”\textsuperscript{16} Similarly, agency independence “does not insure judge-like wisdom, balance and insight.”\textsuperscript{16} Instead, according to Bernstein, it stands in the way of needed coordination of government policy, and leads to bureaucratic lethargy, lack of imagination, inefficient management, isolation and insularity.\textsuperscript{17}

The reformers’ misguided premises led, in turn, to the enactment of inadequate regulatory legislation. In Bernstein’s words:

Regulation often deals with matters about which there is no settled national policy and no stable communal consensus. A regulatory statute more likely than not represents a vaguely worded compromise of conflicting attitudes in Congress as well as the country. It is accepted as a basis for commencing regulation but does not furnish a workable set of goals and policies. . . . No agency finds a regulatory recipe or formula ready made for its use.\textsuperscript{18}

In this legally guideless, unstructured setting, regulatory agencies are subject to persistent challenge and antagonism. Their search for the public interest in regulatory matters “must be carried on against formidable obstacles.”\textsuperscript{19} They are frequently at the center of a rivalry between Congress and the President to have more influence over their policy-making.\textsuperscript{20} Moreover, especially in their early years, regulatory agencies are subject to intense pressures from the well-organized interests whom they regulate.

In a concerted attempt to influence the regulatory process, these individuals and companies often initiate litigation with respect to the legal scope of the agency’s regulatory powers and the meaning of its

\begin{flushleft}
\footnotesize
14. \textit{Id.} at 117.
15. \textit{Id.} at 119.
16. \textit{Id.} at 144.
17. \textit{Id.} at 144-145, and 147.
19. \textit{Id.} at 281.
20. \textit{Id.} at 166.
\end{flushleft}
legislative mandates. Bernstein suggested that regulated groups publicly criticize the agency as biased against them and unduly zealous. Regulatees may also resort to "subterfuge, distortion and concealment," and they may "simulate a campaign of propaganda to make the environment of the regulatory agency as hostile as possible."22

At the core of Professor Bernstein's concept of the "captive agency" is his discussion of the "life cycle" of regulatory agencies. As Bernstein saw it, the useful lives of these governmental institutions may be divided into four phases: gestation, youth, maturity and old age. During the gestation phase, public pressure on Congress to produce regulatory legislation gradually mounts. Despite vigorous resistance from opposition groups, the passage of such legislation is finally achieved. However, as noted above, the statute that is finally enacted is often an ambiguous compromise that fails to provide clear directions to the regulatory agency which it establishes.23

In its youthful stage, following passage of pertinent regulatory legislation, the agency is endowed with "an aggressive, crusading spirit."24 It tends to take a broad view of its mission, and it may develop daring and inventiveness in resolving regulatory problems.25

Gradually, however, the circumstances of the agency changes. Until the courts have outlined the legal scope of the agency's regulatory powers, litigation forms the framework for much of the regulatory process. In addition, open public support for regulation fades away. The agency begins to operate in a technical climate that defies public comprehension. Congress is reluctant to champion public control of business activities without strong, active public support; and public supporters of regulation, tired after their long struggle to pass regulatory legislation, mistakenly tend to regard administration as automatically following legislation.26

In this environment, according to Bernstein, the regulatory agency enters a period of "maturity" or "devitalization." It relies more and more upon settled procedures, its goals become routine and accepted, and it slowly becomes primarily concerned with the health of the

21. Id. at 81.
22. Id. at 277.
23. Id. at 74-77.
24. Id. at 80.
25. Id. at 79-82.
26. Id. at 82-83.
industry it is charged with regulating. Unable to count on either public or congressional support for firm regulation, the agency grants regulated parties numerous opportunities to challenge its positions and to persuade it that contemplated action is unfair or incorrect. Agency passivity grows until it borders on apathy; and there is an ever-increasing desire to avoid conflicts and enjoy good relationships with regulated groups.\textsuperscript{27}

At the close of its maturity phase, the regulatory agency enters a period of “old age” in which it completes its “surrender” to the groups it is nominally regulating. As Bernstein described it:

Politically isolated, lacking a firm basis in public support, lethargic in attitude and approach, unsupported in its demands for more staff and money, the commission finally becomes a captive of the regulated groups. During old age, the working agreement that a commission reaches with regulated interests becomes so fixed that the agency has no creative force left to mobilize against the regulated groups. Its primary mission is the maintenance of the status quo in the regulated industry, and its own position as recognized protector of the industry. . . . In their declining days, commissions can be described as retrogressive, lethargic, sluggish and insensitive to their wider political and social setting. They are incapable of securing progressive revision of regulatory policies and fall further behind in their work.\textsuperscript{28}

In Bernstein’s opinion, the length of each life cycle phase varies from one regulatory agency to another, and some agencies may skip an entire period as they evolve.\textsuperscript{29} However, in his view, the best antidote to agency capture is a strong and continuing internal sense of agency mission,\textsuperscript{30} combined with astute agency leadership which is actively engaged in seeking political support from the President, Congress and the public at large.\textsuperscript{31} Thus, for Bernstein:

\textsuperscript{27} Id. at 86-89.
\textsuperscript{28} Id. at 91-95.
\textsuperscript{29} Id. at 74.
\textsuperscript{30} Id. at 154.
\textsuperscript{31} Bernstein reiterates the latter point frequently, see id. at 2, 20, 25, 28, 32, 38, 39, and 41. Accord Louis Jaffe, \textit{The Illusion of Ideal}
the area of [regulatory agency] freedom from the standards of private parties depends heavily on the prestige and competence of the regulatory officials, the prevailing political temper of the times, the capacity of the agency to find support in the presidency and Congress, the vitality of public opinion in favor of regulation and the [political] strength of the private parties themselves.  

B. Bernstein's Observations on Agency Enforcement

The eighth chapter of *Regulating Business By Independent Commission* contains Marver Bernstein's thoughts with respect to regulatory enforcement. Bernstein envisioned enforcement as a vital component of regulatory work. He observed that "[o]ne of the crucial tests of the effectiveness of a regulatory commission is its capacity to obtain the compliance of persons subject to regulation and to enforce its regulations against violators." Moreover, Bernstein observed that:

[t]he attitude of a commission towards its enforcement responsibilities affects its entire regulatory program. Unless it demonstrates a capacity to enforce its regulations, they will be honored more in the breach than in the observance. Those (regulated firms) who discover that violations go undetected and unpunished will have little respect for the commission and will violate regulations with impunity if it is to their financial or commercial advantage.

The more passive a regulatory agency is, the less likely it is to organize effective compliance and enforcement activities. Conversely, the absence of vigorous enforcement typically reflects an agency's lack of active regulation in the public interest.

Professor Bernstein saw eight elements as being crucial to the establishment and maintenance of effective regulatory enforcement.

---

*Administration*, 86 HARV. L. REV. 1183, 1198 (1973) (agencies cannot function absent widespread political support).

32. Bernstein, supra note 1, at 265-66.
33. Id. at 217.
34. Id. at 224.
35. Id. at 232.
First and foremost, the regulatory agency must have broad public support for the goals of the regulation and the agency’s general regulatory policies. Second, the agency’s regulations themselves must be drafted so as to be understandable to all regulated parties, and they must be enforceable in the sense that violations can be readily detected and proven by the agency’s staff. Third, a separate, designated unit of the agency that has no other program responsibilities should implement the inspection and enforcement work of an agency. Fourth, when participating in litigation involving or affecting enforcement, a regulatory agency must have access to a judiciary sympathetic to the broad purpose and goals of the statute and regulations that have been violated. Fifth, where regulating enforcement is undertaken, the level of sanctions and penalties assessed should be commensurate with the type of violation that is the basis for the enforcement action. Sixth, effective enforcement requires the close cooperation of investigators, attorneys and other personnel trained in different disciplines. Seventh, Bernstein recommended that regulatory agencies issue explanatory materials describing their regulations and explaining how they may be complied with, in order to promote regulatory compliance, and finally, Bernstein suggested that government agencies take advantage of the importance of government as a source of credit, as a source of supply and/or as a consumer, as a means of creating additional incentives for regulated parties to comply with applicable standards.

These enforcement and compliance elements are not present in most regulatory agencies, according to Bernstein. Thus, he concluded his observations on regulatory enforcement with the pejorative comment that:

36. *Id.* at 217-218.
37. *Id.* at 220.
38. *Id.* at 229.
39. *Id.* at 235.
40. *Id.* at 220.
41. *Id.* at 240.
42. *Id.* at 236.
43. *Id.* at 223, 229.
44. *Id.* at 244.
Enforcement activities of the regulatory commissions tend to be weak, poorly staffed, and inadequately supported. They are marked by over-all inadequacy and reluctance to experiment with new enforcement techniques. Incentives to induce compliance are rarely articulated, and deliberate planning of compliance programs is conspicuously absent.45

C. Additional Observations by Bernstein Respecting the Regulatory Process

Beyond articulating his captive agency theory and his notions regarding regulatory enforcement, *Regulating Business By Independent Commission* also sets forth some of Marvin Bernstein's further findings and conclusions respecting administrative agency regulation. Professor Bernstein had a decidedly negative view of the role played by attorneys - and by the organized bar - in the regulatory process. He argued that the influence of lawyers on governmental regulation "has been pervasive and in some respects possibly decisive,"46 and that attorneys have been "far more inventive in devising ways of protecting individual interests than in promoting the public interest without violating individual rights."47

Bernstein was also especially critical of regulation at the state and local level. As he put it:

To a considerable extent, national regulation has been symptomatic of the inability of state and local governments to meet the insistent demands of politically effective groups for public regulation of business. . . . The record of state regulatory commissions was generally one of inadequate staffs, low appropriations, meager salaries, and short tenure and highly partisan appointments of commissioners. Commissioners were overburdened by details and subservient to their regulated clientele.48

45. *Id.* at 249.
46. *Id.* at 15.
47. *Id.* at 16.
48. *Id.* at 18 and 56.
Professor Bernstein viewed politically appointed commissioners as frequently "mediocre" and "lacking in relevant training and experience." On the whole," he wrote, "commissioners have not inspired confidence as outstanding public servants and vigorous defenders and promoters of the public interest." Moreover, he found that commissioners turn over rapidly. As a result, many of them are not able to master the problems of regulation and perform their duties effectively; and new appointees are deprived of the opportunity to learn from more experienced people.

Bernstein saw a strong need for politically appointed administrative agency leaders to provide vigorous, interdisciplinary leadership to the agency's staff. As he stated it:

Indeed, one of the most essential tasks of any administrator is to educate the various groups of experts on his staff as to the common purpose of the organization and to coordinate their efforts to achieve that common purpose. . . . The administrator must supply that element which fuses the work of his expert staff into a coherent program in the public interest.

Finally, Professor Bernstein expressed clear views with respect to the roles of Congress and the President in regulatory matters. To his mind, the key to the weakness of regulatory commissions lay in Congress's inability to define more precisely the content of the public interest in regulatory legislation. He observed a pattern of hostility between Congress and the President that "turns the regulatory commission into a political trophy, to be won by the dominant branch, rather than a device for securing the public interest." And he found that Congress "is usually more abusive in investigations and committee hearings concerning commissions... Congressional investigations tend toward the harsh side, with little clarification of basic regulatory policy."

49. Id. at 104.
50. Id. at 112.
51. Id. at 105.
52. Id. at 123-124.
53. Id. at 152.
54. Id. at 151.
As a shield against Congressional hostility, administrative agencies need the support of the President. However, in Bernstein’s opinion, that support will only be provided where both of two conditions are present: 1) the agencies are sufficiently effective and resourceful that they do not embarrass the President, or leave him politically exposed; and 2) the President has enough political strength that he can “afford” to support the agencies openly and emphatically.55

Bernstein envisioned a need for integration of regulatory policies in the Executive Branch “a process in which the President and his staff had an important role to play” and he saw agency independence (and absence from the President’s cabinet) as an obstacle to such integration. However, he also believed that executive coordination should supplement, and not be a substitute for, Congressional formulation of clear and reasonably detailed regulatory objectives and policies.56

III. GOVERNMENTAL REFORMS THAT STEMMED FROM CAPTIVE AGENCY THEORY

Although they were well received by other scholars of regulation, it took some time for Marver Bernstein’s work to result in changes in government policies. Gradually, however, the findings and suggestions of Bernstein (and other captive agency theorists) proved immensely influential with respect to the ways in which regulation by administrative agencies was authorized by Congress, implemented by the agencies themselves, and reviewed by federal courts. As this portion of this article will describe, particularly in the late 1960’s and early 1970’s, in response to the criticisms that Bernstein and his colleagues initiated, Congress enacted a series of new regulatory statutes that were longer, more detailed and more specifically directive towards regulatory agencies than had been true in the past. For the first time, these statutes encouraged citizen participation in agency decision-making, direct citizen involvement in regulatory enforcement, and greater transparency, openness and accountability in the work of administrative agencies. Additionally, federal courts began to scrutinize more carefully the administrative procedures adopted by

55. Id. at 152.
56. Id. at 163.
agency administrators, together with the reasoning those administrators relied on to support their regulatory decisions.

One type of regulatory legislation enacted in response to the captive agency theory of Bernstein and his fellow theorists has been termed the "coercive model" of regulatory delegation. In a perceptive article, Sid Shapiro and Robert Glicksman describe the coercive model in these terms:

Congress mandates agency regulation by removing an agency's discretion to regulate, but permits the agency to choose the appropriate method of regulation....This model typically forces the agency to regulate by mandating some kind of agency action "such as listing chemicals as hazardous or issuing regulations applicable to industrial polluters" before a set deadline. The substantive delegation, however, is couched in general terms.

Shapiro and Glicksman also posit a "ministerial model" of Congressional control. Under the latter approach, Congress includes in a regulatory statute both a set of detailed regulatory criteria that the administrative agency is required to follow in establishing regulations and a binding set of deadlines by which it must act.

In their analysis of federal pollution control legislation, Shapiro and Glicksman aptly note that not all statutory prescriptions to EPA fit squarely into the models of control of regulatory agencies that their work describes. Nonetheless, many sets of amendments to EPA authorizing statutes enacted in the late 1970's and 1980's clearly exemplify coercive control legislation that attempts to accelerate the pace of regulation (and facilitate legislative oversight) by forcing the EPA to make particular regulatory decisions within a specified time.

58. Id. at 828.
59. See id. at nn.87-88 and accompanying text.
60. See id. at 828 n.41.
Other environmental regulatory statutes supplement mandatory deadlines with specific regulatory criteria that bind EPA in its rulemaking. Both species of this legislation are responsive to the concerns of Bernstein and others that regulatory legislation not endow agencies with unfettered discretion to regulate as they see fit.

Beyond this, as mentioned above, much of the federal environmental regulatory legislation enacted since the late 1960s reflects captive agency theory in another significant respect: it includes specific provisions intended to open up the regulatory process to participation by members of the public-at-large. One example of such a provision is the statutory authorization of private petitions for initiation of rulemaking proceedings and other agency actions. Typically, such petition sections allow for judicial review of all agency decisions that deny citizen petitions.

Other common provisions of federal environmental statutes permit private citizens to initiate lawsuits to enforce certain requirements imposed in other portions of the same legislation. The “citizen-suit provisions” generally authorize individuals to act as “private attorneys general” by instituting civil enforcement in federal district court against any person who is violating an applicable substantive requirement of the statute (or an EPA regulation promulgated thereunder). Additionally, they entitle citizens to bring civil actions to compel the

Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) §§ 42 U.S.C. 9605(b)-(c); 9604(i)(2)-(3); 9602(a); and 9616(b)-(e) (1982 and Supp. IV, 1986); Safe Drinking Water Act, 42 U.S.C § 200g-1(b)(1) and 300(h)-5(a) (1982 and Supp. IV 1986); Toxic Substances Control Act, 15 U.S.C. § 2643(a) (Supp. IV 1986); 1987 amendments to the Clean Water Act, Pub.L.No. 100-4 § 301(F); 33 U.S.C. § 1314(m) (West Supp. 1988); § 1342(p)(4) and § 1342(p)(6) and 1342(d)(2)(A)(l); 1988 amendments to the Federal Insecticide Fungicide and Rodenticide Act, Pub.L. No.100-532, § 102(a) § 3 A.

62. See, e.g., 42 U.S.C. § 109 (discussing the standards imposed on EPA regarding establishment of Clean Air Act National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS)).

EPA Administrator to carry out non-discretionary requirements of the statute.64

The influence of captive agency theory on regulatory policy was not limited to the regulatory enactments of Congress, however. As Professor Thomas Merrill perceived:

[C]apture theory also suggests that aggressive judicial oversight and control of agencies is needed in order to counteract the distortions of the administrative process introduced by interest group capture and other pathologies. Specifically, by forcing agencies to adopt an administrative process that is more open and to give greater consideration to underrepresented viewpoints in that process, courts may be able to counteract the distortions emphasized by the theory.65

The judicial responses to the concerns embodied in the writing of Bernstein and other proponents of the captive agency theory were effectively catalogued and then criticized in an important law review article by Professor Richard Stewart, "The Reformation of American Administrative Law."66 Stewart observed that judicial skepticism regarding the efficacy and fairness of administrative agency regulation had led the courts to abandon a more restrained traditional model of judicial review in favor of what he termed a "fundamental transformation" of American administrative law.67 As Stewart saw it, that transformation, which took place in the late 1960s and early 1970s, had three significant aspects. First, the courts substantially eliminated the doctrine of standing to sue as a barrier to challenging agency action in court.68 Second, the courts granted individuals broad permission to intervene in proceedings pending before regulatory agencies.69 Finally,

67. Id. at 1669.
68. See generally id. at 1723-47.
69. See generally id. at 1748-56.
in reviewing regulatory agency decisions, federal judges imposed on administrators a duty to consider, fully and adequately, the views of all participating interests in decisions regarding agency rules and policies.\textsuperscript{70}

IV. CAPTIVE AGENCY THEORY AND EPA ENFORCEMENT

How accurately does the captive agency theory enunciated by Marver Bernstein describe the circumstances of contemporary administrative agencies? Did the governmental responses to that theory, described above, succeed in resolving the problems that Bernstein identified? To date, only a handful of scholars have attempted to examine these questions.

In a 1991 law review essay,\textsuperscript{71} Professor Howard Latin stated:

I have found little evidence that EPA and other agencies are “captured” by regulated interests as a result of bribes or career opportunities for bureaucrats who adopt pro-industry policies. More subtle influences, however, often do condition the behavior of administrators in favor of regulated interests. . . . [I]ndustry representatives appear regularly in agency proceedings and can usually afford to offer detailed comments and criticisms on possible agency decisions, while environmental groups intervene on an intermittent basis and the unorganized public seldom participates at all. This routine asymmetry will increase agency responsiveness to industry criticism. No matter how sincere and public spirited officials are when appointed, a process of negative feedbacks will produce shifts toward the positions espoused by regulated parties.\textsuperscript{72}

\textsuperscript{70} Id. at 1756-60.


\textsuperscript{72} Id. at 1673.
Latin concluded that, to the extent that agency capture does take place, it is a result of eight “laws” of administrative behavior that he sets forth in his article.  

Professor Mark Seidenfeld reached conclusions substantially similar to those of Howard Latin. As Seidenfeld saw it:

Although evidence suggests that traditional capture mechanisms are not a pervasive problem today, that does not mean that domination is not a potential threat or that particular interest groups no longer exert undue influence on agency decisionmaking.  

Seidenfeld noted that firms in regulated industries, and interest groups with strong central staffs, continue to occupy “a favored position” in regulatory and political structures, a position that grants them “an advantage in influencing agency decisions.” Such industries and groups have the incentive and means to monitor what EPA does on a day-to-day basis. They also have information that the Agency requires to do its job.

Professor Dan Esty expressed agreement with Howard Latin’s point with respect to asymmetries of political involvement between regulated

73. See generally id. at 1653-82 (providing Latin’s “laws”: 1) In conflicts between political considerations and technocratic requirements, politics usually prevails. 2) Agencies avoid making regulatory decisions that would create severe social or economic dislocation. 3) Agencies avoid resolving disputed issues unless they can render scientifically credible judgments. 4) Agencies will not meet statutory deadlines if budget appropriations, personnel, information or other resources are inadequate. 5) Regulators are influenced by disciplinary norms that may conflict with statutory mandates. 6) Bureaucrats are conditioned by criticism or other forms of negative feedback. 7) Agency behavior is partly conditioned by manipulated tactics of regulated parties; and 8) Administrators of multi-purpose statutes usually “simplify” the decisional process to emphasize only one or two statutory goals.


75. Id. at 464.

76. See id.
industrial interests and environmentally concerned citizens. Esty adroitly observed:

[T]he complexity and opacity of many environmental issues and the public’s difficulty in perceiving its own interest make the risk of special interest manipulation much more severe in the environmental realm than in other fields of regulation or government activity. Simply put, the average citizen knows if he or she is getting adequate roads or schools and even has a sense of whether the government regulation of banks seems appropriate. In many environmental circumstances, however, no comparable basis for judging the adequacy of outcomes exists… In this non-transparent world, the threats of special interest manipulation and public choice failures are very real and also very large.\(^{77}\)

Matthew Zinn wrote that environmental regulation is “not immune from capture,”\(^{78}\) and that “the risks of capture of environmental regulation in general are mixed.”\(^{79}\) At the same time, however, Zinn found that environmental enforcement “appears uniquely susceptible to influence by regulated entities.”\(^{80}\) He explained:

An agency’s choices about monitoring, whether or not to bring an enforcement action, and the type of enforcement action to bring, lacks the regularity and transparency of rulemaking. Much more so than policy development, enforcement activity is insulated from the close scrutiny of pro-regulatory interests, of Congress, and of the general public. It also calls for closer interaction between regulators and individual firms. This confluence of


\(^{79}\) Id. at 126.

\(^{80}\) Id.
obscurity and familiarity allows agencies and regulated firms to move closer together.  

Finally, citing the work of others, Professor Clifford Rechtschaffen noted both the general dangers of special interest ascendancy in environmental law and the susceptibility of environmental regulatory enforcement personnel to special interest influence. Rechtschaffen rejected a proposal by Shapiro and Glicksman that administrative agencies use their enforcement discretion to adjust general regulatory commitments, in specific circumstances, in order to accommodate unique or anomalous situations. In doing so, he pointed out that “providing regulators with additional enforcement discretion could exacerbate the already-existing tendency toward special interest influence or domination.”

In the remainder of this section of this article, I will attempt to assay independently the continuing viability of the captive agency theory as Marver Bernstein initially articulated it. Drawing heavily on my past empirical studies of the history and evolution of EPA’s enforcement work, I will examine how Bernstein’s notions of agency capture have, or have not, been borne out in the EPA’s thirty three year enforcement record.

Before that, however, some words of caution and qualification seem in order. First, while instructive and (I hope) provocative, this article’s assessment of the captive agency approach through the lens of EPA enforcement may not present a complete and definitive test of the descriptive and predictive value of that theoretical approach. EPA is, after all, only one of many federal regulatory agencies. This article does not attempt to evaluate the regulatory work of any other federal agencies, nor does it consider state or local regulatory activity in any comprehensive or systematic way. The conclusion I will reach are thus limited to that extent and more research on this area, focusing on other agencies than EPA, will surely be beneficial.

81. Id. at 126-27.
83. Id. at 1353.
84. See supra note 5.
Additionally, in emphasizing EPA enforcement, this essay will consider the regulatory policymaking activities of EPA only at the margins. While I have no basis for criticizing Professor Bernstein’s assertion that “the lack of a vigorous [enforcement and] compliance program probably reflects the lack of vigorous regulation in the public interest,” the data on which my assessment of his work will be based will not be extensive enough to either prove or negate that observation.

Third, in *Industry Influence in Federal Regulatory Agencies*, Paul J. Quirk aptly wrote that “[j]udging the validity of [accusations of capture] can become quite complex and uncertain. [A]n allegation of industry influence usually rests on an (often unstated) assumption about what the agency would have done in the absence of industry influence - an assumption that tends to derive from what the critic thinks should have been done.” In this analysis, I have made an effort to separate my own personal preferences about the past direction of the EPA’s implementation of environmental legislation from objective observations regarding what the agency has actually done and how its actions do or do not coincide with Marver Bernstein’s captive agency notions (along with other aspects of his writings). Nonetheless, Quirk’s overall point is well taken. To the extent my analysis simply reflects my own policy biases, my own conclusions may of course be fairly questioned.

Finally, one further caveat: Professor Bernstein obviously could not predict the future nor could he have been expected to. In particular, Bernstein cannot be faulted for failing to anticipate the extraordinary success of his own work in influencing Congress and the federal courts. Nor can he be justly criticized for not predicting the future existence of agencies like the EPA, which regulate the practices of a very broad range of U.S. industries (as well as many municipalities and, at times, all members of the public). Moreover, Bernstein can scarcely have prognosticated the myriad profound changes in American society - and political culture - that have occurred since *Regulating Business By Independent Commission* appeared in 1955. In reviewing his work of fifty years ago, I have attempted to keep those precepts in mind.

That being said, let us assay to Professor Bernstein’s capture theory, beginning with his pronouncement that regulatory agencies must

---


operate in a constant atmosphere of antagonism and challenge. Does EPA’s enforcement experience support that finding? The answer is an emphatic yes. The enforcement process is highly demanding, suffused with tensions and, as one knowledgeable, former participant described it, “where the rubber hits the road and everything else hits the fan.”

EPA’s conduct of enforcement has, indeed, been subject to vigorous criticism from a variety of quarters. In the late 1970s, for example, EPA’s new policy of “file first, negotiate later” led to a marked increase in industry resentment of the Agency. EPA’s managers and staff were publicly criticized at that time - and subsequently - as antibusiness zealots and ineffective bureaucrats. EPA’s enforcement work was also subject to periodic, harsh criticism from Capitol Hill, state officials, and (in intra-governmental internal disputes) from the U.S. Department of Justice, the U.S. Department of Energy, and other agencies and departments. Moreover, EPA has experienced repeated budgetary shortfalls that have detracted from the effectiveness of its enforcement efforts.

Professor Bernstein wrote that, particularly in the early stages of an agency’s implementation of regulatory legislation, regulated parties often resort to litigation to gain favorable judicial interpretations of the statutes themselves. This has certainly been true in the EPA’s case. In many instances, regulated industries or trade associations have taken advantage of the pre-enforcement review provisions included in most federal environmental legislation to file lawsuits challenging the stringency or affordability of regulations promulgated by the EPA. In addition to giving EPA’s industrial critics the prospect of having to comply with requirements that they find more acceptable, these suits also benefit their proponents by delaying the enforceability of the
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regulatory standards being challenged until judicial review of them has been completed.

Bernstein mentioned that industrial opponents of regulation may resort to subterfuge and propaganda in order to gain public support for their political positions. This has been true with regard to the EPA as well. Beginning with the "jobs v. environment" controversy that emerged in the Ford and Carter administrations, various regulated industries have engaged in overdrawn, orchestrated media campaigns to convince the public that EPA and its fellow regulatory agencies were obtuse, dictatorial, unreasonable, and a drag on national economic prosperity.

Notably, public issue advertising by U.S. industries is anything but a new phenomenon. As political science Professor Tom Konda wrote in 1993, in a letter to the editor of the New York Times regarding a Times article on television campaign ads against the early Clinton administration health care plan:

The idea that only "rarely" and on a few issues has industry used advertising to sway public opinion on policy issues is dead wrong.

Issue advertising is not new. It was not new 10 years ago, when the nuclear power industry initiated a $30 million television ad campaign as part of its lobbying efforts. Or 20 years ago, when Russell Train, EPA director, attacked Aa well organized campaign...to propagandize the public into believing that our environmental concerns have been overstated."

Issue advertising was not even new in 1950, when the American Medical Association fought President Harry Truman's health care plan with advertising in 10,000 newspapers, 30 national magazines and 1,000 radio stations. Or in 1936, when "The Ford Sunday Evening Hour" of orchestral music devoted it commercial time to "talks" excoriating New Deal policies such as Social Security. Or even when President Woodrow Wilson complained that the "newspapers are being filled with advertisements calculated
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to mislead the judgment not only of public men, but also the
derpublic opinion of the country itself."

Eighty years ago, when Senator Charles Thomas denounced
the sugar lobby's advertising during a tariff battle, issue
advertising was new. Since then, business has repeatedly
turned to advertising to sell its policy views to the public.55

Notwithstanding its lack of originality, however, inaccurate industry
associations castigating government regulation in general, and EPA
implementation of environmental laws in particular, are certainly an
unfortunate fact of life for EPA and its public supporters.

Marver Bernstein also posited a "life cycle" for regulatory agencies in
which they passed through four distinct stages - gestation, youth,
maturity and old age - while becoming ever-increasingly dominated by
the industries they have been asked to regulate. How close of a fit is
there between this key aspect of Bernstein's theory and EPA's
regulatory enforcement experience? Here the evidence appears
ambiguous. As to most of the environmental legislation EPA became
responsible for implementing, the Agency did indeed pass through a
"gestation period" in the early 1970's as Congress debated, and
ultimately enacted, the Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act, Federal
Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act and a number of other
environmental regulatory statutes. Moreover, EPA seems to have
experienced the "youthful phase" that Bernstein wrote of at least twice
in its enforcement history. In its first two years of existence, EPA took
torrigorous steps to enforce then-existing environmental laws against
various "Fortune 500" corporations under the Refuse Act and other
federal laws. Acting out of a strong sense of mission, the young
Agency enjoyed strong public support for its work in that period. As
one EPA enforcement manager during that time recalled: "It was a
glory day. EPA was a new Agency and everyone was for it. You
couldn't do anything wrong."56 Similarly, EPA's pre-Superfund
hazardous waste enforcement under § 7003 of the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act, as carried out by the Agency's short-
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lived Hazardous Waste Enforcement Task Force, also exemplified the sort of idealistic, highly motivated regulatory programs that, according to Bernstein, typify regulatory agencies in their early days. However, since that time, how far the EPA has moved into what Bernstein described as “maturity,” and whether and to what extent it has been captivated by industry groups in an “old age” phase, are more difficult questions.

Undoubtedly, in Bernstein’s terms, the Agency is no longer youthful. Since the early 1970s, EPA has relied more and more on settled procedures in its enforcement activities and elsewhere. Moreover, its goals also seem to have become more routine and accepted. It is much more questionable, however, whether EPA has consistently manifested the “passivity that borders on apathy” which Bernstein referred to as “the most marked development” in a mature regulatory entity. And only occasionally, and temporarily, has EPA manifested the complete debility that Bernstein considers characteristic of a captive agency that has reached “old age.” A more accurate conclusion appears to be that EPA is an agency that has only partially matured, and it is still vulnerable to further decline and industry captivity.

Over the 35 years of its existence, EPA enforcement work has, at the very least, bordered on captivity at several points. For example, during the tenure of Anne Gorsuch as EPA Administrator, in the opening years of the Reagan administration, the Agency narrowly survived an attempt by its own political leaders to dismantle the Agency’s enforcement programs. In the face of determined Congressional opposition, that misguided attempt at agency capture failed. Had it succeeded, however, such an anti-regulatory initiative would have gone far in the direction of rendering EPA the toothless, ineffectual bureaucracy that Bernstein’s theoretical “maturity” and “old age” phases so vividly describe.

Industrial capture of EPA might also have occurred if in 1992, during the first Bush administration, the Vice President’s Council on Competitiveness had made more headway in forcing the Agency to relax environmental requirements, or if in 1993 the Clinton administration had tilted further than it did in the direction of regulatory
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reform and compliance assistance as a substitute for an assertive, deterrent enforcement program.\footnote{101}

In 1995, after a bitter political struggle, the EPA succeeded in defeating an effort by the newly elected, anti-regulatory, "Gingrich Congress," to drastically slash the Agency’s budget for enforcement and other important functions.\footnote{102} Had those budget cuts become effective, however, they would undoubtedly have disabled the EPA’s ability to regulate industry effectively. In addition, during the Bush II administration, a political decision to use regulatory interpretations to undermine EPA’s massive, ongoing enforcement initiative against the electric utility industry appears to have brought about at least a partial capture of the agency’s enforcement work by a politically influential industry that successfully gained support for its anti-regulatory positions from key political figures within the Executive Branch.\footnote{103}

These examples of near (and partial) EPA capture notwithstanding, however, throughout most of its history the Agency does appear to have maintained at least a measure of independence and a reasonably progressive outlook on the appropriate role of environmental regulation and regulatory enforcement. Additionally, EPA has displayed little of the extreme passivity - and entrenched resistance to change and innovation - that Bernstein described as exemplifying regulatory agency maturity and old age.

In the enforcement arena, the Agency’s record contains several examples of innovation and a willingness to walk along fresh paths to encourage regulatory compliance. These include EPA’s adoption of a multi-media enforcement approach,\footnote{104} the “enforcement in the 1990’s” reforms championed by then-Assistant Administrator Jim Strock,\footnote{105} and the EPA enforcement innovations of the Clinton period (including targeted national enforcement initiatives,\footnote{106} letters to regulated companies inviting voluntary corrections of known violations.\footnote{107}}
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publicizing enforcement objectives, and broad use of supplemental enforcement programs (SEPs) in settlements of enforcement cases.

Overall, then, the key trends and events in EPA’s enforcement history do appear to support the conclusions of Matthew Zinn, Clifford Rechtschaffen, Mark Seidenfeld and Daniel Esty that EPA is not immune from regulatory capture, and that its enforcement program is uniquely susceptible to influence by regulated parties. The Agency does indeed work in an atmosphere of antagonism and challenge, and most of the criticism it encounters comes from regulated entities and their allies in Congress and the Executive Branch - opponents much better situated than the EPA and its political allies to use public advertising, sometimes in disingenuous ways - to influence public opinion in their favor.

As we have seen, at several points in the Agency’s history, the viability of EPA’s enforcement work has been greatly threatened by its industry critics. Moreover, with regard to new source review of power plants, some of those regulated parties did succeed in halting a high priority resource-intensive EPA enforcement initiative during the present administration. Nonetheless, notwithstanding those notable near misses, and the partial capture, EPA’s enforcement programs thus far appear to have avoided complete capture at the hands of the very industries whose governmental impacts the Agency regulates. Whether that pattern will continue remains an open question.

A. Why Has EPA Not (Yet) Been Fully Captured?

If EPA has not followed key aspects of the captive agency model spelled out by Bernstein, it seems fair to inquire why not. Why (at least thus far in its history) has the EPA not become a consistently and completely dysfunctional, reactionary captive of the industries it has been charged with regulating? The happy coincidence of several independent factors seems to supply at least a tentative answer.

First, EPA was fortunate to enjoy strong political support from the President at a time - during the Gingrich Congress’ challenge to the Agency’s integrity - that such support was desperately needed. Conversely, when early in the Reagan administration EPA’s enforcement work was obstructed by an administration with strong anti-
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regulatory preferences, the Agency had the good luck to be defended skillfully and resolutely by influential, politically sophisticated leaders in the Congress.

Second, throughout its history, EPA has maintained at least some support from organized, politically active environmental groups. Those public interest groups did not exist when Marver Bernstein first posited the captive agency theory in the mid-1950s. Notwithstanding the political "asymmetries" that Professors Esty, Latin and Seidenfeld aptly noted, the work of these groups appears to have succeeded, at least in part, in avoiding the complete political isolation - i.e. the absence of a base of regular political support - that Bernstein described with respect to the small, regulatory commissions which preceded EPA’s existence.

Third, throughout its history, EPA has been blessed with a highly motivated, dedicated mission-oriented, professional staff. Although the permanent staff’s collective preferences were not always heeded, the Agency’s staff clearly did serve, at times, as an anchor of stability in a sea of political turmoil.

Fourth, at least for the most part, EPA’s appointed leadership has been neither as uninspiring nor as mediocre as the regulatory commissioners whom Bernstein criticized, nor have those leaders been as politically naive and uninvolved. Concededly, the EPA has had its share of weak (and even destructive) leadership, particularly during the early Reagan administration. Nonetheless, the Agency has also been fortunate to have been led for lengthy periods by such able Administrators as Bill Ruckelshaus, Russell Train, Doug Costle, Bill Reilly, and Carol Browner. All of those top EPA leaders were savvy, decent and institutionally-loyal individuals. They understood the American political system and were able to find and maintain political support for EPA, both in the executive and legislative branches and among the public at large, when that support was critical to the Agency’s autonomy and integrity.

Finally, EPA’s failure to follow the pessimistic pattern described by Bernstein and other capture theorists must be credited, in no small measure, to the success of Bernstein’s own scholarly work. As we have seen, in the 1960s and 1970s, captive agency theory was widely respected in both Congress and the federal courts. As a result, in fashioning environmental statutes, Congress was highly receptive to the recommendations of captive theorists that agencies like the EPA have a
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single administrative head and that it have numerous industries as its regulatory “clients.” Congress also saw to it that the Agency’s decision-making not result primarily from a sterile process of administrative adjudication, and that environmental regulatory legislation not grant EPA the unlimited discretion to set, and alter, its own regulatory agenda. In EPA’s case, these congressional decisions - all traceable to the writings of Marver Bernstein and other captive agency theorists - have surely played no small part in preventing the traditional forms of regulatory agency captive by industry that those theorists so passionately decried.

V. EPA’S ENFORCEMENT RECORD AND BERNSTEIN’S IDEAS ON REGULATORY ENFORCEMENT

If EPA has not - or at least not yet - been a captive agency (at least in the way that Professor Bernstein defined that term), to what extent do Bernstein’s notions, preferences and predilections as to regulatory enforcement itself jibe with the realities of the Agency’s stormy, uneven enforcement history? In fact, as this brief overview will illustrate, with few exceptions Bernstein’s observations on regulatory enforcement have proven to be sensible and remarkably prescient.

As we have noted, Bernstein viewed it as essential that regulatory agencies have broad public support for their goals and policies. For the most part, EPA has enjoyed such support. As mentioned above, a number of its Administrators have skillfully garnered public sympathy for the Agency’s efforts, including its enforcement programs. At critical times, the Agency has also received key assistance from allies in Congress, the Executive Branch, and environmental organizations.

Bernstein also stressed the importance of the comprehensibility and enforceability of regulatory requirements. His point was well-taken and widely acknowledged. Nonetheless, in that regard, EPA’s record appears mixed. For example, the first set of Clean Air Act state implementation plans (SIPs), drafted by the states and hastily approved by the Agency, were very general in nature and lacking in meaningful reference to the kinds of industrial facilities they ostensibly controlled. As a result, once the early SIPs became enforceable, EPA was forced to
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devote a good deal of time and effort to determining how to apply these requirements to specific pollution sources.\textsuperscript{113} Non-enforceability problems have also arisen under the maximum achievable control technology (MACT) standards established by EPA to control the emission of toxic air pollutants. In the enforcement process, those regulations have proven opaque, enormously complex and immensely difficult to administer.\textsuperscript{114}

Bernstein soundly recommended that the enforcement work of regulatory agencies be implemented by a separate, designated agency unit.\textsuperscript{115} EPA's record in this area has been uneven. In 1981, EPA administrator Anne Gorsuch abolished such a separate unit in EPA headquarters (the Office of Enforcement) and divided its legal and technical personnel into separate organizational units.\textsuperscript{116} Although the Agency's enforcement efforts underwent a formal reorganization in 1990, those changes failed to overcome the continuing fragmentation of EPA enforcement authority.\textsuperscript{117} Only in 1993 and 1994 did the EPA again reorganize its headquarters to create a new, expanded Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance (OECA). That massive change once again brought the Agency's enforcement attorneys and technical staff into the same organizational unit - a beneficial shift in the long term.\textsuperscript{118}

Bernstein noted the importance for regulatory agency enforcement of having access to a generally sympathetic judiciary.\textsuperscript{119} In that respect, EPA has been fortunate. Together with the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) - which represents the Agency in the federal courts - EPA has compiled a reasonably successful record in its judicial enforcement cases. EPA's (and DOJ's) most striking and notable achievement, perhaps, came in the early 1980s when the federal government won a series of key cases under the Superfund statute that established the principle of strict, joint and several liability and various other doctrines which gave the government considerable authority to enforce the statute
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against potentially responsible parties (PRPs) at hazardous waste sites.\textsuperscript{120}

Bernstein sensibly recommended that the level of sanctions and penalties assessed be commensurate with regulatory violations being redressed.\textsuperscript{121} At least in its formal enforcement policy pronouncements, EPA has attempted to do precisely that. The Agency’s RCRA penalty policy, for example, attempts to distinguish among more and less serious violations, and to assess penalties against violators that are appropriate to their offenses.\textsuperscript{122}

Bernstein suggested that regulatory enforcement be characterized by cooperation between attorneys and technically trained personnel.\textsuperscript{123} Although it is difficult to draw definite conclusions regarding EPA’s performance in this area, the best evidence seems to be that the Agency has done reasonable well in that respect. Interdisciplinary disputes among the staff have arisen on occasion.\textsuperscript{124} Nonetheless, for the most part, since the 1970s EPA’s enforcement attorneys and technical staff appear to have worked together efficiently and harmoniously towards shared goals.

Bernstein also recommended that government agencies promote regulatory compliance by issuing explanatory materials describing their regulations and appropriate ways of complying with them.\textsuperscript{125} EPA has done relatively little in this regard, with one notable exception. Beginning in the Clinton administration, EPA did make a conscious, sustained effort to provide “compliance assistance” to regulated industries. While likely beneficial, however, this compliance assistance program had the initial, unwanted result of creating confusion and misunderstanding among the EPA’s permanent career enforcement staff as to whether traditional Agency enforcement approaches were still in favor with EPA’s top managers.\textsuperscript{126}

Finally, Bernstein urged that government agencies promote regulatory compliance by taking advantage of the importance of the federal
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government as a creditor, supplier and consumer.\footnote{127} Congress accepted this notion by including provisions in the Clean Water Act and Clean Air Act that prohibit criminal violators of those statutes from doing business with the government unless and until those parties have brought their offending facilities into compliance with applicable regulatory standards.\footnote{128} EPA has dutifully implemented those provisions.\footnote{129} They have proven effective in enforcement cases, however, only as to the relatively small minority of environmental polluters who do most or all of their business with federal agencies and departments.

A. Bernstein’s Additional Observations and EPA’s Enforcement Record

As described earlier, in addition to containing an articulation of the captive agency theory and a set of observations regarding regulatory enforcement, \textit{Regulating Business By Independent Commission} includes various additional points with respect to regulation.\footnote{130} This section of this article will explore the extent to which those additional observations appear true in the setting of the EPA’s enforcement program.

Professor Bernstein saw attorneys primarily as the defenders of regulated industries in their efforts to dominate administrative agencies. As noted above, he felt that lawyers generally did little to promote the public interest as they represented their clients.\footnote{131} This description may well fit some members of the bar today. However, in 1955, Bernstein could not and did not foresee the advent of “public interest lawyers,” who represent environmental organizations in public disputes. Nor did his writing allow for a possibility that attorneys for regulated agencies might further the public interest by vigorously representing their clients in litigation and negotiations with regulated entities. Thus, Bernstein’s broad condemnation of the legal profession’s role in government regulation seems an exaggerated over generalization in the present era.
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In contrast, Bernstein’s criticism of state and local regulation seems closer to the mark. Although state and local environmental regulators vary immensely in their regulatory attitudes and capabilities, in a number of instances it appears clear that the regulators’ own policy preferences have been subordinated to those of their regulated clientele. In the mid-1970’s, as defenders of regulated companies, the states openly resisted EPA’s initial enforcement efforts in ways that occasionally posed a major obstacle to the federal agency’s environmental cleanup efforts. Additionally, in the early 1990’s, nearly half of the states enacted audit privilege and immunity laws sought by industry that significantly undercut and weakened state enforcement efforts. These laws were staunchly resisted by EPA, which eventually forced their modification or repeal in all but one state. While not conclusive, these events do appear to support Bernstein’s conclusion that state and local regulators are, indeed, highly vulnerable to industry domination.

Bernstein expressed concern over the high rate of turnover among regulatory commissioners. In fact, in the first five years of the Bush II administration, this has proven to be a problem at the level of EPA’s Assistant Administrator for Enforcement, a position only held by a non-acting incumbent, following U.S. Senate confirmation, for a fourteen-month period since 2000. For the most part, however, turnover has proven to be more of a problem in the ranks of EPA’s permanent staff than among the Agency’s political appointees over the course of EPA’s enforcement history. In the words of one observer: “[Staff] people go [to EPA] at a relatively young age, relatively inexperienced. Then, just as they get over the learning curve and hit their stride they get hired away [by employers in the private sector]. This happens to everyone from inspectors to attorneys.”

Professor Bernstein advocated vigorous, interdisciplinary leadership of a regulatory agency’s staff by its politically appointed leaders. EPA’s enforcement history tends to indicate that that position has
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merit. In particular, the Agency’s enforcement work appears to have thrived where EPA’s top managers have made clear to the staff their firm support for a bold and vigorous enforcement program.\textsuperscript{139} Conversely, at other times EPA enforcement has suffered in the absence of unambiguous signals from EPA’s politically appointed leaders.\textsuperscript{140} Bernstein’s point regarding the importance of strong agency leadership, and active top level guidance of the staff’s work, thus seems quite sound.

The same may also be said of Bernstein’s view that Congressional oversight of regulatory agencies has a tendency to be harsh or even abusive.\textsuperscript{141} At various times, including during the first two years of the Reagan administration,\textsuperscript{142} the last half of the same administration,\textsuperscript{143} and the beginning of the Bush I period,\textsuperscript{144} EPA has been subject to very aggressive oversight by Congressional committees. Moreover, the Clinton administration clashed with Congress, with respect to EPA-related issues, both when the national legislature was dominated by Democrats\textsuperscript{145} and when it was controlled by Republicans.\textsuperscript{146}

Finally, Bernstein suggested that U.S. Presidents do not generally try to influence regulatory agency policies - at least not directly - and that Presidents only lend their political support to such agencies when they can “afford” to do so politically.\textsuperscript{147} An examination of the EPA’s enforcement record, however, reveals a more variable, disparate pattern of Presidential conduct. The Agency received strong Presidential backing during the first part of the Nixon Presidency, the Ford and Carter administrations, and much of the Clinton and Bush I periods. On the other hand, EPA fell from the President’s favor toward the end of the Nixon years as well as the close of George H. W. Bush’s tenure in the White House. Moreover, Presidents Ronald Reagan and, less overtly, George W. Bush have attempted to assert their influence to
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dismantle or rein in the EPA’s enforcement work, rather than lend much needed top-level political support and approval to those activities.

VI. CONCLUSION

Professor Marver Bernstein’s Regulating Business By Independent Commission presented a well-informed, thoughtful and vigorous critique of business regulation in the United States at the time it was written. His volume gave impetus to a highly influential movement to alter the ways in which regulatory agencies are legally authorized and politically controlled. This article has shown that, notwithstanding the passage of half a century, many of Bernstein’s notions regarding regulation of business, and the enforcement of regulatory requirements, still ring true.

Ironically, what I have just asserted seems to be least true regarding the part of Professor Bernstein’s work for which he is best known: his ideas regarding the “life cycle” of administrative agencies. Our review of highlights from the EPA’s enforcement history suggests that, for the most part, EPA has only partially “matured” (to use Bernstein’s term), and that the Agency has successfully managed to avoid the complete domination by regulated industry that Bernstein posited. In part, this salutary situation may be a result of the success of Bernstein, other captive agency theorists, and their political allies, in convincing Congress to reform regulatory legislation in ways that they favored.

Nonetheless, EPA’s record also has a bleaker side. It suggests that EPA’s enforcement work has been nearly captured by industry several times and that it was partially captured on one occasion. The political mechanisms by which this industrial domination occurred - through policy initiatives of two Presidents and a Congress highly sympathetic to industries regulated by the EPA - were different from those that Bernstein predicted. Nonetheless, the record makes clear that, in some political settings, EPA - and its enforcement program - is distressingly vulnerable to the industry capture that Bernstein’s writing described and protested against. Indeed, particularly in the present era, the Agency’s enforcement efficacy and integrity seem anything but assured. Their protection must remain a continuing priority for concerned citizens, environmental organizations and the general public.